<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Possible penalties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2.3 Students must not bring the University into disrepute or incur any liability on behalf of the University. | Giving employers or others false information about academic qualifications awarded by the University | - Temporary or permanent exclusion  
- Removal of academic qualifications conferred by the University  
- Written warning  
- A written reflection  
- Apology to the employer or person who has received the false information |
| 2.9 Students must not behave in a violent, indecent, disorderly or threatening manner or engage in oral or written abuse towards other students, staff or other individuals. This includes communication via e-mail and social media and students should pay due regard to both the Student Code on Dignity and Respect and the University Guidance on the Use of Social Media. | Physical misconduct, sexual misconduct or abusive behaviour where the activity is brief, unplanned, and the level of physical or emotional harm to the victim is low and there have been no previous concerns.  
Serious physical misconduct, sexual misconduct or abusive behaviour. | - Formal warning  
- An apology, if wanted by the reporting person  
- A written reflection  
- Formal warning  
- Restrictions on access to facilities or campus  
- Permanent or temporary exclusion  
- An apology, if wanted by the reporting person |
| 2.19.1 Every student is under a legal obligation to take reasonable care of their own health and safety, and the safety of others who may be affected by their actions or inactions whilst studying at the University. | Not following health and safety instructions within a lab setting after being warned of the consequences | - Temporary or permanent restrictions or conditions on the right to use University labs  
- Apology to the staff member of department issuing the health and safety instructions |